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1) Indian temples are much more than just a place of worship. Elucidate. 

Answer Script:- 

Indian temples were much more than just a place of worship because:- 

 They had social, political and economic significance too. 

a. Many of our monuments represent the social lives of the people of the time. For 

instance – Konark  temple shows the daily life of a women (from the beginning of 

the day to the end of night) 

b. The architecture of Hindu temples is also symbolic. The whole structure fuses the 

daily life and it surroundings with the divine concepts, through a structure that is 

open yet raised on a terrace, transitioning from the secular towards the sacred, 

inviting the visitor inwards towards the Brahma pada and temple’s central core, as 

well as lifting him upwards into a symbolic space marked by its spire (shikhara, 

vimana) 

c. Hindu temples served as nuclei of important social, economic, artistic and 

intellectual functions in ancient and medieval India. They still do. 

d. They also carried out the social functions such as - irrigation projects, land 

reclamation, post-disaster relief and recovery. 

e. They are also had significant economic function. In past, villages were built around 

temples and people inhabited around it so as to carry out necessary works and earn. 

f. They also served some political functions. Usually represented the pomp and show 

of the ruler with an element of awe. 

 

 

2) "Where literature is silent the archaeology speaks ".Analyse the significance of archaeological 

sources to reconstruct history. 

Answer Script:- 

 For most part of our history, there was no literary evidence. Thus, historian had to 

reconstruct the history on the basis of archaeology.(Proto-History) 

 For instance – The knowledge regarding Indus Valley civilization and its culture is 

constructed from archaeological evidences. Although IVC used letters, the script is yet to be 

deciphered. Hence historians solely rely on the deductions of archaeology to reconstruct the 

history. 
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 Same analogy can be applied to the magnificent cave architectures and the cave paintings. 

Social, economic and political lives were deduced from archaeology.(Ajanta and Ellora caves, 

Bhimbetka caves etc) 

 Also, most of our past literary works are written in future tense, hence historians had to 

correlate and verify it with archaeological proofs. 

 Moreover, literary works in past were commissioned as part of monarchical patronage, 

hence are barely free from bias. Although individual and bias-free literature do exist, but 

their number is very small. 

 On the contrary, archaeological proofs are usually free from bias and represent the truth of 

the time, although they suffer from scientific limitation from time to time, yet they emerge 

as the most conclusive evidence of history. 

 

3) Discuss how the media played a significant role in spreading the seeds of nationalism in colonial 

India. 

Answer Script:-  

Media, especially the Print Media, has all along been the backbone of all mass movements or 

popular upsurge, and Indian independence struggle is no exception.  

 The growth of newspapers and agencies in our country has its roots in our freedom struggle. 

The press in India has evolved, not through the aegis of the Government but due to the 

commitment of individuals who used it as a tool to fight the exploitative and oppressive 

policies of the colonial Government. Newspapers became the platforms for social reform 

movements across the country. It is a matter of pride that between 1780 until India’s 

Independence in 1947, more than 120 newspapers and periodicals were launched in almost 

every Indian language. Each of these publications carried the ideals of freedom to the 

doorsteps of our people and spread the message of an independent India. 

 The first newspaper in India was the ‘Hickey’s Gazette’ or ‘Bengal Gazette’ started on 

January 29, 1780 by an Irishman, James Augustus Hickey. This weekly political and 

commercial paper declared itself as ‘‘open to all parties but influenced by none’’ and its 

content included criticism of the British East India Company. 

 James Silk Buckingham, the Editor of the ‘Calcutta Journal’’ established in 1818, was a social 

reformer and close associate of Raja Ram Mohan Roy. 

 Samachar Darpan in Bengali founded in 1818 was the first regional language newspaper. 

The Times of India was born on November 3, 1838 as ‘‘The Bombay Times and Journal of 

Commerce. It’s Editor, Robert Knight used to upbraid British officials for their nastiness 

towards Indians and for doing precious little to eradicate India’s poverty 

 The Amrita Bazar Patrika was founded on February 20, 1868 as a Bengali weekly by Sisir 

Ghosh and Moti Lal Ghosh. It became instantly popular because of its campaign against 
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injustice and inequality. It overnight turned into an English weekly from March 21, 1878 in 

order to escape the provisions of the oppressive Vernacular Press Act. 

 The Hindu was founded in Madras in 1878 by the Triplicane Six – a group of law students 

and teachers; Lokmanya Bal Gangadhar Tilak founded the Kesari in 1881; Dadabhai Naoroji 

established the Voice of India in 1883. 

 Bande Mataram was published in 1906 by Bipan Chandra Pal and edited by Aurobindo 

Ghose. 

 Gopal Krishna Gokhale founded the Hitavadini 1911; Tribune was started by Dayal Singh 

Majithia in 1881. 

 Motilal Nehru started the Independent in 1919 and Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian Opinion 

in 1904 in South Africa and Navjeevan and Young India in 1919 in India as well as the 

Harijan in 1932. These trailblazers became the conscience keepers of the country and 

through their relentless campaigns gave voice to the struggle for independence.  

 

4) Women are the unsung heroes of our freedom struggle. Illustrate. 

Answer Script:- 

 

The entire history of the freedom movement is replete with the saga of bravery, sacrifice  and 

political sagacity of hundreds and thousands of women of our country. 

Their participation in the struggle began as early as 1817 when Bhima Bai Holkar fought against the 

British Colonel Malcolm and defeated him in guerilla warfare. 

At a very critical time for our mother land when the British East India Company was fast expanding 

its empire in India, when Tipu Sultan had been eliminated (1799), the proud Marathas had been 

humbled (1815), Chennamma the widowed queen of Raja Malla Sarja frustrated the machinations of 

British to annex her kingdom Kittore, a tiny principality in the present Belgaum District of 

Karnataka.She fought against the mighty British army and scored initial  success. 

No other woman warrior in the history of India has made such a powerful Role of Women in India’s 

Struggle For Freedom  impact on the minds of the Indian people as the  Rani of Jhansi, Lakshmi Bai. 

She was the second wife of the ruler of Jhansi Raja  Gangadhar Rao who protested against the 

‘Doctrine of Lapse’. She refused to surrender  Jhansi and fought bravely attired as a male during the 

Revolt of 1857 and died in the battle  field fighting the British forces. Her courage inspired many 

Indians to rise against the alien rule. 

Another woman whom we remember in this context was Hazrat Mahal Begum. She was the wife of 

the deposed ruler of Lucknow who actively took part in the revolt of 1857 against the Doctrine of 

Lapse under which Dalhousie wanted her to surrender Lucknow.  She gave stiff resistance. But after 

the fall of Lucknow she escaped to Kathmandu. 
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Kasturba, the wife of Mahatma Gandhi, was one of the foremost supporters of the Gandhi’s 

programmes. One of the first women to be imprisoned in Transvaal, she took  part in the Quit India 

Movement (1942) and was arrested. She died while imprisoned in  Poona. 

Vijay  Laxmi Pandit  was imprisoned thrice in  connection with the Civil Disobedience Movement in 

1932, 1941 and 1942. In 1937 she was  elected to the provincial legislature of the United Provinces 

and was designated  minister of local self government and public health.She played an important 

role as India’s representative in San Francisco during the first meeting of the UN where she 

challenged the might of the British. She was the first woman  to become the President of the United 

Nations General Assembly. 

When she was just 13 years old, Indira Gandhi organized a ‘Monkey Army’ (Vanar Sena) comprising 

of young  teenagers which proved her intention to fight for the independence of her country. She  

joined Congress in 1938 and was imprisoned for 13 months in 1942 by the British. She was  India’s 

first and only female prime minister till date. 

Sarojini Naidu holds pride of place among women freedom fighters of India. She was  responsible 

for awakening the women of India. She was first woman President of the Indian National Congress in 

1925 at the Kanpur Session. In 1928, she came to the USA 

with the message of the nonviolence movement from Gandhiji. When in 1930, Gandhi was  arrested 

for a protest, Sarojini took the helms of his movement. In 1931, she participated  in the Round Table 

Summit, along with Gandhiji and Pundit Malavyaji. She was also the  acting President of the Congress 

in 1932. In 1942, she was arrested during the ‘Quit India’  protest and stayed in jail for 21 months. 

She was a gifted poet of the English language and was popularly known as the Nightingale of India. 

Aruna Asaf Ali played a leading role during the Quit Indian Movement. Her moment of  reckoning 

came in 1942 during the Quit India Movement and she rose to occasion. She  unfurled the National 

Flag at the Gowalia Tank maidan in Bombay to signify the commencement of the Quit India 

Movement and became a legend for thousands of youth  that rose to emulate her. She became a full 

time activist in the Quit India Movement and went underground to evade arrest. She edited 

‘Inquilab’ a monthly journal of the Indian  National Congress. She was awarded India’s highest 

civilian award, the Bharat Ratna. 

Madam Bhikaji Cama was influenced by Dadabhai Naoroji and was a source of inspiration  for Indian 

youth in the UK. She unfurled the first National Flag at the International  Socialist Conference in 

Stuttgart (Germany) in 1907, organized Free India Society and  began the journal ‘Bande Mataram’ 

to spread her revolutionary thought. She travelled a lot  and spoke to people about Indians 

Struggling for Independence. She could aptly be  called “Mother India’s first cultural representative 

of USA”. 

Kalpana Dutta was another prominent woman revolutionary leader who was influenced by  the 

revolutionary idea of Surya Sen. She joined the Chittagong armoury raids. 

Rani Gaidineliu was a prominent Naga  nationalist woman leader from Manipur who took  over the 

movement of Naga nationalists against the British. Her movement was active  during the Civil 

Disobedience Movement to oust the foreigners from Manipur. For her remarkable patriotism, she 

received praise from the nationalist leaders. She was arrested in 1932 and released after Indian 
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Independence. “Rani of the Nagas” the popular title was bestowed upon her by Jawaharlal Nehru 

for her influence and work for the Nagas. 

Sucheta Kriplani was an ardent nationalist with socialistic orientation. She was a close associate of 

Jai Prakash Narayany who actively participated in Quit India Movement. This St Stephen’s educated 

politician sang Vande Mataram in the independence session of the Constituent Assembly on August 

15, 1947. 

Raj Kumari Amrit Kaur was a close follower of Gandhiji from 1919 onwards. A Congress  member, 

she actively participated in the 1930 Salt Satyagraha and the Quit India  Movement. She became the 

first Health Minister in Post-Independent India. She was the founder – President of Indian Council of 

Child Welfare and the founder-member of All  India Women’s Conference. 

Smt Kamaladevi Chattopadhyay was elected President of the Youth Congress in December 1929 and 

appealed to the National Congress leaders to declare Poorna Swaraj as their goal. On January 26, 

1930,Kamaladevi captured the imagination of the entire nation when in a  scuffle, she clung to the 

Tricolor in order to protect it. Blows rained on her as she stood like a rock to protect the flag, 

bleeding profusely. She galvanized the All India Women’s Conference into a dynamic movement. 

Beside the hundreds and thousands of Indian women who dedicated their lives for India’s   freedom, 

there were many foreign women who saw  in India a hope for the redemption of  the world. 

A famous disciple of Swami Vivekananda, Sister Nivedita was an Irish lady named Miss Margaret 

Nobel who arrived in India in January, 1898 in search of truth. She propagated     for the cause of 

India throughout America and Europe. She attended the    Benares Congress Session in 1905 and 

supported the Swadeshi Movement. 

Annie Besant,  Irish by birth was a staunch supporter  of India’s struggle for freedom.She founded 

the  Home Rule League in Madras in 1916. She also founded the Theosophical Society of India.  She 

was the President (First Woman President) of Indian National Congress for one term  at Calcutta in 

1917. She also edited ‘New India’ and ‘Commonwealth’. She had done ample  work to formulate 

favorable opinion about the Indian question in outside world. Even  today, India remembers with 

gratefulness Annie Besant’s immeasurable work for the  freedom struggle, educational advancement 

and social reforms. 

Mira Alphonse, universally known as the ‘Mother’ was born in Paris in 1878. She came to India in 

1914 and  met Shri Aurobindo. She was the inspirer of Auroville, the international town near  

Pandicherry. She played an important role in motivating women like Annie Besant and Nellie Sen 

Gupta. The Mother had also contributed to enrich India’s age-old heritage and culture. 

Meera Behn and Sarla Behn fought for the cause of freedom. Born as Madeliene Slade in England, 

she was named Mira Behn by Mahatma Gandhi. She was a close disciple and associate of Gandhiji. 

She accompanied Gandhiji to Round Table Conference. She did pioneering work for social reforms in 

rural areas. Born as Katherine Mary Heilaman, she was named Sarla Behn by Mahatma Gandhi.  he 

was a great social worker. She set up an Ashram at Kausali in the Kumaon  Hills of Uttarakhand. She 

went from village to village helping the families of political  prisoners. She authored a book entitled  

‘Reviving Our Dying Planet’. 
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5) The north-eastern states did pose a formidable challenge to British colonialists in different 

passages of time in different forms. In light of this statement, discuss the freedom movements and 

the towering personalities associated with North-Eastern India. 

Answer Script:- 

“Martyrdom does not end anything, it only a beginning”.  The axiomatic truth in the words of late 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi finds full reflection in the roles played by people of North-east in Indian freedom 

struggle. 

 

Deep buried in oblivion, the tales of fortitude and indomitable spirit come alive only in the teachings 

of classrooms but fail to mesmerize posterity with inspiration. The teeming millions in the rest parts 

in India are not even aware about the sacrifice of these noble people from north-east, who laid 

down their lives for their motherland fighting against the British imperialism. Unfortunately, the 

brave daughters and sons from the soil of north-eastern states are yet to get recognition from the 

people of India for the courageous leadership in the battle of freedom against the British. 

 

Let’s know about some of the legends who fought valiantly against British imperialism till their last 

drop of blood. 

Bhogeswari Phukanani-   

It was the year 1942 and her eyes were spewing venom as she marched along with other 

revolutionary during the turbulent time of ‘quit India movement’.  Despite being a housewife and 

mother of eight children, she dared to attack and set free the office of Congress in Berhampur town 

of Assam. As the British police had laid a siege of the building, it was her exemplary courageous act 

with other revolutionaries that freed the building.  On the auspicious occasion of “panchveer divas”, 

literally she and the revolutionaries added a golden leaf to the history of Indian freedom struggle.  

Born on 20th September 1885, this fifty-seven year old brave lost her life to the bullets of British 

Police while struggling for her life in the hospital for 20 days. 

U. Tirot Singh:- 

Anyone has heard about a war being fought between two groups of people, where the first group 

has guns, canons, and other sophisticated arms and ammunitions to strike the enemies quite from a 

distance, whereas the other group of people has only sticks, stones, spears, and swords. Yet, the 

people of the second group do not step back in trepidation but engage the fierce enemy in guerrilla 
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warfare. This is the truth about a war, where the heavily armed British forces had an encounter with 

the tribal people of Khasi Hills. 

The incident took place, when the British gained control of Brahmaputra valley but were in search of 

ways to connect Guwahati with Sylhet in Assam. Realizing Khasi hill would come in-between the two 

places, when the construction of the road gets started, they made a pact with the chief of the tribes 

in Khasi hills- U. Tirot Singh to get help in the completion of roadwork. But as it was customary with 

the British diplomacy, Tirot Singh was deceived in the end. Furious, he waged a war against the 

British that lasted for four years. Fighting bravely, Tirot Singh was ultimately captured as his 

followers died one-by-one. He was deported to Dhaka and jailed there till death. 

Shoorvir  Pasaltha Khuangchera  

Every Indian is aware about great freedom fighters like Khudiram Bose, Subhash Chandra Bose, and 

Saheed Bhagat Singh but no one has heard about Shoorvir Pasaltha Khuangchera of Mizoram.  Being 

the first Mizo leader, he fought with British forces in the year 1890, when they invaded Lushai Hills. 

As the British captured the hills, Pasaltha Khuangchera died, fighting to the last drop of his blood. 

Regarded as a deserving character for receiving Bharat Ratna posthumously, his bravery, strength, 

and righteousness find few parallels in the contemporary history of India. 

Rani Gaidinliu 

This fiery female leader in Indian freedom struggle gets often compared with Rani Laxmibai for her 

courageous acts during the days of freedom fighting.  At a tender age of 16, she began a movement 

against the British imperialism demanding end of colonial rule and resurgence of Zeliangrong religion 

and Naga self-rule. The British administration captured her and she was sentenced to life 

imprisonment. The first Indian prime-minister and freedom fighter, Jawaharlal Nehru was amazed at 

her courage and will-power and gave her the title “Rani”. After independence, she was released 

from jail and continued her works for the poor and down-trodden in the same spirit and 

determination. She was awarded Padma Bhushan for her tireless efforts for the cause of Manipur 

people in North-east. 

Kanaklata Baruah, 17, was shot dead by the Britishers in Assam's present-day Biswanath district 

while going to hoist the natinal flag at a local police station. On the same day, about 150 km away at 

Barhampur in state's Nagaon district, Bhogeswari Phukanani, a 57-year-old mother of eight, was 

killed for the same reason by the British Police. 

Arunachal Pradesh's freedom fighter Moje Riba will be honoured as he was the first person to hoist 

the tricolour at Dipa village in Arunachal Pradesh on August 15, 1947.Riba was arrested by British 

Police for participating in the Independence struggle and distributing pamphlets during the Quit 

India Movement. 

The government has honored 10 freedom fighters from North-East India this year. 

 

1. Kanaklata Baruah 

2. Bhogeswari Phulkarni 
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3. Rani Gaidinliu 

4. Kushal Konwar 

5. Moje Riba 

6. Gopinath Bordoloi 

7. Tirot Sing 

8. Shoorvir Pasaltha Khuangchera 

9. Matmur Jamoh 

10. Sambhudan Phonglo  

 

 

6) Indian nationalism grew partly as a result of colonial policies and partly as a reaction to colonial 

policies. Discuss. 

Answer Script:-  

Understanding of Contradiction in Indian and Colonial Interests:- 

 People came to realise that colonial rule was the major cause of India’s economic 

backwardness and that the interests of the Indians involved the interests of all sections and 

classes. The very condition of British rule helped the growth of national sentiment among 

the Indian people. 

Political, Administrative and Economic Unification of the Country:- 

 Nationalist sentiments grew easily among the people because India was unified and welded 

into a nation during the 19th and 20th centuries. The introduction of a uniform and modern 

system of government by the British throughout the country unified it administratively. 

 The destruction of the rural and local self-sufficient economy and the introduction of 

modern trade and industries on an all- India scale had increasingly made India’s economic 

life a single whole and interlinked the economic fate of people living in different parts of the 

country. Furthermore, the introduction of the railways, telegraph and unified postal systems 

had brought the different parts of the country together and promoted mutual contact 

among the people, especially among the leaders. 

Western Thought and Education:- 

 As a result of the spread of modern western education and thought during the 19th century, 

a large number of Indians imbibed a modern rational, secular, democratic and nationalist 

political outlook. The spread and popularity of the English language helped nationalist 

leaders of different linguistic regions to communicate with each other. 
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 Modern education also created a certain uniformity and community of outlook and interests 

among the educated Indians. This English-educated intelligentsia formed the nucleus for the 

newly-arising political unrest, and it was this section of the society which provided 

leadership to the Indian political associations. 

Rediscovery of India’s Past:- 

 The historical researches by Europeans scholars, such as Max Mueller, Monier Williams, 

Roth, Sassoon, and by Indian scholars such as R.G. Bhandarkar, R.L. Mitra and later Swami 

Vivekananda created an entirely new picture of India’s past glory and greatness. 

 

 The theory put forward by European scholars that the Indo-Aryans belonged to the same 

ethnic group of mankind from which stemmed all the nations of Europe gave a psychological 

boost to educated Indians. All these inspired the educated Indians with a new spirit of 

patriotism and nationalism. 

Role of Press and Literature:- 

 With the emergence of the modern press, both English and Vernacular, the latter half of the 

19th century saw an unprecedented growth of Indian-owned English and Vernacular 

newspapers. The Indian Press played a notable role in mobilising public opinion, organising 

political movements, fighting out public opinions and promoting nationalism. 

Progressive Character of Socio-Religious Reform Movements:- 

 These reform movements sought to remove social evils which divided the Indian society; this 

had the effect of bringing different sections of the society together. Since many reform 

movements drew their inspiration from India’s rich cultural heritage, these promoted pan-

Indian feelings and spirit of nationalism. 

Reactionary Policies and Racial Arrongance of Rulers:- 

 An important factor in the growth of national sentiments in India was the tone of racial 

superiority adopted by many Englishmen in their dealings with Indians. The reactionary 

policies of the British government were also responsible for the growth of political 

associations. 

 

7) Discuss the changes in nature and character of Indian freedom struggle after the arrival of 

Gandhi. 

Answer Script:- 

9 January marks Mahatma Gandhi's return to India after his 21 years sojourn in South Africa. The day 

is now celebrated as the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas under the auspices of the Ministry of External 

Affairs. 
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Mahatma Gandhi's arrival at this critical juncture proved to be a turning point in India's struggle for 

Independence. Even before his return on 9 January 1915 his work in South Africa was widely known 

in India. 

It can be safely said that “by the time Gandhi returned to India in 1915 there was already in 

existence here a powerful Gandhi legend” as Pherozeshah Mehta, one of the most prominent 

Congress leaders of those days, observed at a function held in Gandhi's honour in Bombay, on 12 

January 1915 after his arrival on Indian soil. 

The Changes that came with Gandhi:- 

1. Before Gandhi, many of our struggles were mostly driven by self interest rather than 

national interest (Example – the 1857 struggle, most of the fighters were fighting for their 

own cause – pension etc).He tried to aligned self-interest, community-interest (Khilaftat) 

with national interest. 

2. He made the Indian national struggle a pan-Indian struggle. Assimilated all other 

struggle(Caste – based struggle, workers struggle for better wage etc) with national struggle 

3. He managed to make it a mass-struggle. 

4. Introduced non-violence, hence women and students were also able to participate along 

with workers, farmers etc. 

5. Managed to challenge the “Invincibility aura “of British (Through civil disobedience etc) 

6. Introduced new methods of struggle – Satyagraha, fasting, civil disobedience, non-

cooperation, along with encouragement to constructive community work (sanitation work, 

public works etc) 

7. Minimized the British policy of “divide and rule”  and countered the divisive forces of society 

(untouchability, Hindu-muslim divide etc) 

8. Through salt Satyagraha, he transformed the economic plight of the public and channelized 

their dissent into national dissent.  

9. Independence struggle became an organized struggle. 

8) Trace the changing characteristics of British policy towards Indian princely states with the 

passage of time. 

Answer Script:- 

The answer is exhaustive, pick a line or two and one example or two from each stage for your 

answer. 

The British attempt to conquer and deal with States in India can be divided into following five 

stages 

 The policy of Equality with Indian states (1740-65). 
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 The policy of Ring Fence (1765-1813) 

 The policy of Subordinate Isolation (1813-1857). 

 The policy of Subordinate union (1857-1935). 

 The policy of Equal Federation (1935-1947) 

 Integration and Merger 

 

I. East India Company’s Struggle for Equality with Indian States from a Position of 

Subordination (1740-1765):  

Starting with Anglo-French rivalry with the coming of Dupleix in 1751, the East India Company 

asserted political identity with capture of Arcot (1751). With the Battle of Plassey in 1757, the 

East India Company acquired political power next only to the Bengal Nawabs. In 1765 with the 

acquisition of the Diwani of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the East India Company became a 

significant political power. 

II. Policy of Ring Fence (1765-1813): 

This policy was reflected in Warren Hastings’ wars against the Marathas and Mysore, and aimed 

at creating buffer zones to defend the Company’s frontiers. The main threat was from the 

Marathas and Afghan invaders (the Company undertook to organise Avadh’s defence to 

safeguard Bengal’s security). 

Wellesley’s policy of subsidiary alliance was an extension of ring fence—which sought to reduce 

states to a position of dependence on British Government in India. Major powers such as 

Hyderabad, Awadh and the Marathas accepted subsidiary alliance. Thus, British supremacy was 

established. 

III. Policy of Subordinate Isolation (1813-1857):  

Now, the imperial idea grew and the theory of Paramountcy began to develop—Indian states 

were supposed to act in subordinate cooperation with the British Government and acknowledge 

its supremacy. 

States surrendered all forms of external sovereignty and retained full sovereignty in internal 

administration. British Residents were transformed from diplomatic agents of a foreign power to 

executive and controlling officers of a superior government. 

In 1833, the Charter Act ended the Company’s commercial functions while it retained political 

functions. It adopted the practice of insisting on prior approval/sanction for all matters of 

succession. In 1834, the Board of Directors issued guidelines to annex states wherever and 

whenever possible. This policy of annexation culminated in usurpation of six states by Dalhousie 

including some big states such as Satara and Nagpur. 
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IV. Policy of Subordinate Union (1857-1935):  

The year 1858 saw the assumption of direct responsibility by the Crown. Because of the states’ 

loyalty during the 1857 revolt and their potential use as breakwaters in political storms of the 

future, the policy of annexation was abandoned. The new policy was to punish or depose but 

not to annex. 

After 1858, the fiction of authority of the Mughal emperor ended; sanction for all matters of 

succession was required from the Crown since the Crown stood forth as the unquestioned ruler 

and the paramount power. 

Now the ruler inherited the gaddi not as a matter of right but as a gift from the paramount 

power, because the fiction of Indian states standing in a status of equality with the Crown as 

independent, sovereign states ended with the Queen adopting the title of “Kaiser-i-Hind” 

(Queen Empress of India). 

The paramount supremacy of the Crown presupposed and implied the subordination of states. 

The British Government exercised the right to interfere in the internal spheres of states—partly 

in the interest of the princes, partly in the interest of people’s welfare, partly to secure proper 

conditions for British subjects and foreigners and partly in the interest of the whole of India 

The British Government was further helped in this encroachment by modern developments in 

communication— railways, roads, telegraph, canals, post offices, press and public opinion. 

The Government of India exercised complete and undisputed control in international affairs—it 

could declare war, peace or neutrality for states. According to the Butler Commission in 1927, 

“For the purpose of international relations, state territory is in the same position as British 

territory and state subjects in the same position as British subjects.” 

Curzon’s Approach:  

Curzon stretched the interpretation of old treaties to mean that the princes, in their capacity as 

servants of people, were supposed to work side-by-side with the governor-general in the 

scheme of Indian Government. He adopted a policy of patronage and “intrusive surveillance”. 

He thought the relation between the states and Government was neither feudal nor federal, a 

type not based on a treaty but consisting of a series of relationships having grown under 

different historical conditions that, in the course of time, gradually conformed to a single line. 

The new trend seemed to reduce all states to a single type—uniformly dependent on the British 

Government and considered as an integral part of Indian political system. 

Post-1905: 

A policy of cordial cooperation began to counter progressive and revolutionary developments in 

face of large-scale political unrests. 
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According to the recommendations of Montford Reforms (1921), a Chamber of Princes 

(Narendra Mandal) was set up as a consultative and advisory body having no say in the internal 

affairs of individual states and having no powers to discuss matters concerning existing rights 

and freedoms. 

For the purpose of the chamber the Indian states were divided into three categories:  

1. Directly represented—109 

2. Represented through representatives—127 

3. Recognised as feudal holdings or jagirs. 

The question of extent of sovereignty and Paramountcy was still undefined. The Butler 

Committee (1927) was set up to examine the nature of relationship between the states and 

Government. 

It gave the following recommendations: 

1. Paramountcy must remain supreme and must fulfil its obligations, adopting and defining itself 

according to the shifting necessities of time and progressive development of states. 

2. States should not be handed over to an Indian Government in British India, responsible to an 

Indian legislature, without the consent of states. 

Thus, “Paramountcy” was left undefined and this hydra- headed creature was left to feed on 

usage, Crown’s prerogative and the princes’ implied consent. 

V. Policy of Equal Federation (1935-1947): 

The Government of India Act, 1935 proposed a Federal Assembly with 125 out of 375 seats for 

the princes and the Council of States with 104 out of 160 seats for the princes, under its scheme 

of an all-India federation, which was subject to ratification by states representing more than half 

of the population and entitled to more than half of the seats in the Council of States. 

This scheme never came into existence and after the outbreak of World War II (September 1939) 

it was dropped altogether. 

VI. Integration and Merger:  

After World War II began and a position of non- cooperation was adopted by the Congress, the 

British Government tried to break the deadlock through the Cripps 

Mission (1942), Wavell Plan (1945), Cabinet Mission (1946) and Attlee’s statement (February 

1947). 

Cripps held that the British Government did not contemplate transferring Paramountcy of Crown 

to any other party in India. The states tried various schemes to forge a union of their own, 

envisaging themselves as sovereign in status or as a third force in the Indian political scene. 
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The June 3rd Plan and Attlee’s statement made it clear that the states were free to join either of 

the two dominions, and Mountbatten refused to give a sovereign status to the states. 

Sardar Patel, who was in charge of states’ ministry in the interim cabinet, helped by V.P. Menon, 

the secretary in the ministry, appealed to the patriotic feeling of rulers to join the Indian 

dominion in matters of defence, communication and external affairs—the three areas which had 

been part of the Paramountcy of the Crown and over which the states had anyway no control. 

By August 15, 1947, 136 states had joined the Indian Union but others remained precariously 

outside: 

1. Junagarh: 

The Muslim Nawab wanted to join Pakistan but a Hindu population wanted to join Indian Union. 

In the face of repressive attitude of the Nawab, there was a plebiscite which decided in favour of 

India. 

2. Hyderabad: 

Hyderabad wanted a sovereign status. It signed a Standstill Agreement with India in November 

1947. Indian troops withdrew and the Nizam’s police and stormtroopers (Razakkars) took over. 

The Nizam wanted an outlet to the sea (Goa). The violence and supply of foreign arms promoted 

Indian troops to move in again in 1948— described as “a police action to restore law and order”. 

Hyderabad acceded in November 1949. 

3. Kashmir: 

The state of Jammu and Kashmir had a Hindu prince and a Muslim majority population. The 

prince envisaged a sovereign status for the state and was reluctant to accede to either of the 

dominions. As he procrastinated, the newly established state of Pakistan sent its forces behind a 

front of tribal militia and moved menacingly towards Srinagar. 

It was now that the prince was forced to sign an Instrument of Accession (October 1947) with 

the Indian Union, endorsed by the popular leader Sheikh Abdullah. Indian troops were 

despatched to defend the state against the raiders from Pakistan. 

India’s complaints to the UN Security Council regarding raids from Pakistan and the Indian offer 

to settle the status of the state through a plebiscite led to a ceasefire and left 84,000 square km 

of area under Pakistani occupation. 

The special status of Jammu and Kashmir was recognised under Article 370 of the Indian 

Constitution which implied a limited jurisdiction of the Indian Union over the state as compared 

to other states. 

The problem now was two-folds:  

(i) Of transforming the states into viable administrative units, and 

(ii) Of absorbing them into the constitutional units. 
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This was sought to be solved by:  

1. Incorporating smaller states (216 such states) into contiguous provinces and listed in Part A. 

For instance, 39 states of Orissa and Chhattisgarh were incorporated into Central Pro-vinces, 

Orissa. Gujarat states were incorporated into Bombay; 

2. Making some states as centrally administered for strategic or special reasons, listed in Part-C 

(61 states) — Himachal Pradesh, Vindhya Pradesh, Manipur, Tripura, Bhopal, etc.; 

3. Creating five unions—United States of Kathiawar, United States of Matsya, Patiala and East 

Punjab States Union, Rajasthan and United States of Travancore-Cochin (later Kerala). 

Initially these states acceded with respect to defence, communication, external affairs; later they 

felt that a closer association was necessary. The five unions and Mysore accepted Indian 

jurisdiction in Union, concurrent subjects except taxation and subject to differences as under 

Article 238 and the supervisory power of Union for ten years. 

The Seventh Amendment (1956) abolished Part-B states as a class and formed one class out of 

Parts A and B; thus special provisions relating to Part B states were deleted. 

The Indian states thus lost their identity and became part of one uniform political set-up. 

9) Being hard-pressed between an imperialist political rule and exploitation at the hands of both 

foreign and native capitalist classes, the Indian working class movement inevitably became 

intertwined with the political struggle for national emancipation. Discuss. 

Answer Script:- 

The beginning of the second half of the nineteenth century heralded the entry of modern industry 

into India. The thousands of hands employed in construction of railways were harbingers of the 

modern Indian working class. 

Further industrialisation came with the development of ancillary industries along with the railways. 

The coal industry developed fast and employed a large working force. Then came the cotton and the 

jute industries. 

The Indian working class suffered from the same kind of exploitation witnessed during the 

industrialisation of Europe and the rest of the West, such as low wages, long working hours, 

unhygienic and hazardous working conditions, employment of child labour and the absence of basic 

amenities. 

The presence of colonialism in India gave a distinctive touch to the Indian working class movement. 

The Indian working class had to face two basic antagonistic forces—an imperialist political rule and 

economic exploitation at the hands of both foreign and native capitalist classes. Under the 

circumstances, inevitably, the Indian working class movement became intertwined with the 

political struggle for national emancipation. 
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Earlier Efforts:  

The early nationalists, especially the Moderates: 

i. Were indifferent to the labour’s cause; 

ii. Differentiated between the labour in the Indian-owned factories and those in the British-owned 

factories; 

iii. Believed that labour legislations would affect the competitive edge enjoyed by the Indian-owned 

industries; 

iv. Did not want a division in the movement on the basis of classes; 

v. Did not support the Factory Acts of 1881 and 1891 for these reasons. 

Thus, earlier attempts to improve the economic conditions of the workers were in the nature of the 

philanthropic efforts which were isolated, sporadic and aimed at specific local grievances. 

1870: 

Sasipada Banerjea started a workingmen’s club and newspaper Bharat Shramjeevi. 

1878: 

Sorabjee Shapoorji Bengalee tried to get a bill, providing better working conditions to labour, passed 

in the Bombay Legislative Council. 

1880: 

Narain Meghajee Lokhanday started the newspaper Deenbandhu and set up the Bombay Mill and 

Millhands Association. 

1899: 

The first strike by the Great Indian Peninsular Railways took place, and it got widespread support. 

Tilak’s Kesari and Maharatta had been campaigning for the strike for months. 

There were many prominent nationalist leaders like Bipin Chandra Pal and G. Subramanya Aiyar who 

demanded better conditions for workers and other pro-labour reforms. 

During Swadeshi Upsurge:  

Workers participated in wider political issues. Strikes were organised by Ashwini Coomar Banerjea, 

Prabhat Kumar Roy Chaudhuri, Premtosh Bose and Apurba Kumar Ghosh. These strikes were 

organised in government press, railways and the jute industry. 

There were attempts to form trade unions but these were not very successful. 

Subramaniya Siva and Chidambaram Pillai led strikes in Tuticorin and Tirunelvelli and were arrested. 

The biggest strike of the period was organised after Tilak’s arrest and trial. 
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During The First World War and After:  

The War and its aftermath brought a rise in exports, soaring prices, and massive profiteering 

opportunities for the industrialists but very low wages for the workers. This led to discontent among 

workers. 

The emergence of Gandhi led to a broad-based national movement and the emphasis was placed on 

the mobilisation of the workers and peasants for the national cause. 

A need was felt for the organisation of the workers in trade unions. 

International events like the establishment of a socialist republic in the Soviet Union, formation of 

the Comintern and setting up of International Labour Organisation (ILO) lent a new dimension to the 

movement of the working class in India. 

The AITUC: 

The All India Trade Union Congress was founded on October 31, 1920. The Indian National Congress 

president for the year, Lala Lajpat Rai, was elected as the first president of AITUC and Dewan 

Chaman Lai as the first general secretary. Lajpat Rai was the first to link capitalism with 

imperialism—”imperialism and militarism are the twin children of capitalism”. 

The prominent Congress and swarajist leader C.R. Das presided over the third and the fourth 

sessions of the AITUC. The Gaya session of the Congress (1922) welcomed the formation of the 

AITUC and a committee was formed to assist it. 

C.R. Das advocated that the Congress should take up the workers’ and peasants’ cause and 

incorporate them in the struggle for swaraj or else they would get isolated from the movement. 

Other leaders who kept close contacts with the AITUC included Nehru, Subhash Bose, C.F. Andrews, 

J.M. Sengupta, Satyamurthy, V.V. Giri and Sarojini Naidu. 

In the beginning, the AITUC was influenced by social democratic ideas of the British Labour Party. 

The Gandhian philosophy of non-violence, trusteeship and class-collaboration had great influence on 

the movement. Gandhi helped organise the Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association (1918) and 

through a protest secured a 27.5 per cent wage hike. (Later, the arbitrator’s award ensured a 35 per 

cent raise.) ‘ 

The Trade Union Act, 1926: 

The Act: 

i. Recognised trade unions as legal associations; 

ii. laid down conditions for registration and regulation of trade union activities; 

iii. Secured immunity, both civil and criminal, for trade unions from prosecution for legitimate 

activities, but put some restrictions on their political activities. 
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Late 1920s: 

Strong communist influences on the movement lent a militant and revolutionary content to it. In 

1928 there was a six-month-long strike in Bombay Textile Mills led by the Girni Kamgar Union. 

The whole of 1928 witnessed unprecedented industrial unrest. This period also saw the 

crystallisation of various communist groups, with leaders like S.A. Dange, Muzaffar Ahmed, P.C. 

Joshi, Sohan Singh Joshi etc. 

Alarmed at the increasing strength of the trade union movement under extremist influence, the 

Government resorted to legislative restrictions. It passed the Public Safety Ordinance (1929) and the 

Trade Disputes Act (TDA), 1929. The TDA, 1929 

i. Made compulsory the appointment of Courts of Inquiry and Consultation Boards for settling 

industrial disputes; 

ii. Made illegal the strikes in public utility services like posts, railways, water and electricity, unless 

each individual worker planning to go on strike gave an advance notice of one month to the 

administration; 

iii. Forbade trade union activity of coercive or purely political nature and even sympathetic strikes. 

Meerut Conspiracy Case (1929): 

In March 1929, the Government arrested 31 labour leaders, and the three-and-a- half-year trial 

resulted in the conviction of Muzaffar Ahmed, S.A. Dange, Joglekar, Philip Spratt, Ben Bradley, 

Shaukat Usmani and others. The trial got worldwide publicity but weakened the working class 

movement. 

The workers participated during 1930 in the Civil Disobedience Movement but after 1931 there was 

a dip in the working class movement because of a split in 1931 in which the corporatist trend led by 

N.M. 

Joshi broke away from the AITUC to set up the All India Trade Union Federation. In 1935, the 

communists re-joined the AITUC. Now, the left front consisted of the communists, Congress 

socialists and the leftist nationalists like Nehru and Subhash. 

Under Congress Ministries:  

During the 1937 elections, the AITUC had supported the Congress candidates. The Congress 

governments in provinces gave a fillip to the trade union activity. The Congress ministries were 

generally sympathetic to the workers’ demands. Many legislations favourable to the workers were 

passed. 

During And After the Second World War:  

Initially, the workers opposed the War but after 1941 when Russia joined the war on behalf of the 

Allies, the communists described the war as a “peoples’ war” and supported it. The communists 

dissociated themselves from the Quit India Movement. A policy of industrial peace was advocated 

by the communists. 
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In the period 1945 to 1947, workers participated actively in the post-War national upsurges. In 1945, 

the dock workers of Bombay and Calcutta refused to load ships taking supplies to the warring troops 

in Indonesia. 

During 1946, the workers went on a strike in support of the Naval Ratings. During the last year of 

foreign rule, there were strikes by workers of posts, railways and many other establishments. 

 10) What do you understand by enlightenment? Discuss the factors responsible for it .What are its 

significance? 

Answer Script:-  

Kant defines “enlightenment” as humankind's release from its self-incurred immaturity; “immaturity 

is the inability to use one's own understanding without the guidance of another.” 

Enlightenment is the process of undertaking to think for oneself, to employ and rely on one's own 

intellectual capacities in determining what to believe and how to act. 

 

Enlightenment philosophers from across the geographical and temporal spectrum tend to have a 

great deal of confidence in humanity's intellectual powers, both to achieve systematic knowledge of 

nature and to serve as an authoritative guide in practical life. 

This confidence is generally paired with suspicion or hostility toward other forms or carriers of 

authority (such as tradition, superstition, prejudice, myth and miracles), insofar as these are seen to 

compete with the authority of reason. 

Enlightenment philosophy tends to stand in tension with established religion, insofar as the release 

from self-incurred immaturity in this age, daring to think for oneself, awakening one's intellectual 

powers, generally requires opposing the role of established religion in directing thought and action. 

The faith of the Enlightenment – if one may call it that – is that the process of enlightenment, of 

becoming progressively self-directed in thought and action through the awakening of one's 

intellectual powers, leads ultimately to a better, more fulfilled human existence. 

The Enlightenment, an intellectual movement in 18th century Europe, was stimulated by the 

scientific revolution. 

Stunning successes in understanding the physical world through processes of logic and observation 

encouraged the belief that similar progress might be made in the area of political economy and 

social relations. 

Like the scientific revolution, the Enlightenment involved an application of the natural, humanistic 

attitudes typical of the Renaissance. 
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In fact enlightenment had the following important aspects: 

1. It explained the mysteries of nature by application of reason. It denied the existence of anything 

supernatural. 

2. It interprets laws of society and government in the light of the reason. 

3. It gives priority to reason than religion. 

4. It enquired every existing social system and political institutions through the reason 

Importance of Enlightenment 

Enlightenment caused a new atmosphere in Europe. Europe got a new awakening. Enlightenment 

had deep impact on socio-economic-political set up. In short, the importance of Enlightenment can 

be discussed as follows 

1. Administrative reforms 

A general impact of enlightenment can be seen in administrative reforms. Under the new 

reforms the functions of government were clearly divided among subordinate branches. 

Enlightenment also resulted in codification of laws. It brought uniformity in judicial system 

and the development of new statistical systems and legal amendments in taxation 

2. Epoch of Monarchic Repentance 

The age is known as the age of monarchic repentance. The absolute, autocratic, selfish, cruel 

and suppressive monarchy was replaced by a liberal, philanthropic and intellectual 

monarchy. The sovereign monarchs concentrated on the public welfare. The spirit of 

humanism prevailed over the individual ambition of rulers. Significant changes took place in 

the public education, improvement in the condition of self, promotion of literature, 

improvement in a rigorous penal code, abolition of poverty, establishment of hospitals, 

interpretation, improvement and compilation of laws took place. 

Russian empress, Catherine, the great (1762-1796) who was impressed by the trends of the 

new era. She made several improvements in the administration of her country. She had 

close relations with the progressive thinkers. Likewise, Joseph-II, the emperor of Austria 

enjoys first place among the enlightened rulers. 

3. Progress of Literature and arts 

In the age of Enlightenment literature attained a new form. The age encouraged the printing 

production of reference works like dictionaries, encyclopedias and compendiums of various 

types. 

1. Art was also underwent great change in the age. The artist made emphatic use of 

colour, gesture ornamentation, movement and development style. 

2. The artist continued to follow the tenets of classical art and reinforced it with 

reason. 

3. A new form of architecture was flourished. It was dynamism and fluidity. 

4. Painting and sculpture also underwent a great change. Portrait painting became very 

popular. Sculptures were mostly imitations of the classical forms. 
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5. In fact, the cult of reason which was a predominant feature of the age of 

enlightenment left a deep impact on literature, fine arts as well as music. 

6. On the whole, the net results of the Enlightenment were far-reaching. The Catholic 

Church lost its earlier authority and allegiance of the people. 

7. The bourgiois were released from the sense of sin in life and enjoyed a free life. 

8. Man's self-confidence enriched. Europeans' desired for their individual liberty. 

9. The theory of divine right of the monarchy faced a setback. Hence, we find that the 

cult of reason was a predominant feature of the age of Enlightenment. 

10. It had a deep impact on literature, fine arts, music, society as well as polity 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

11) Although the founders of United Nations Organisation (UNO) had learnt from the mistakes of 

the “League of Nations”, yet the UNO has its own limitations. Discuss. 

Answer Script:- 

United Nations (UN), international organization established immediately after World War II. It 

replaced the League of Nations. 

The Charter of the United Nations comprises a preamble and 19 chapters divided into 111 articles. 

The charter sets forth the purposes of the UN as: the maintenance of international peace and 

security; the development of friendly relations among states; and the achievement of cooperation in 

solving international economic, social, cultural, and humanitarian problems. It expresses a strong 

hope for the equality of all people and the expansion of basic freedoms. 

The earliest concrete plan for the formation of a new world organization was begun under the aegis 

of the U.S. State Department late in 1939. The name United Nations was coined by President 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 1941 to describe the countries fighting against the Axis. It was first used 

officially on Jan. 1, 1942, when 26 states joined in the Declaration by the United Nations, pledging 

themselves to continue their joint war effort and not to make peace separately. The need for an 

international organization to replace the League of Nations was first stated officially on Oct. 30, 

1943, in the Moscow Declaration, issued by China, Great Britain, the United States, and the USSR. 
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Since its foundation in 1945, the United Nations was conceived as an instrument to face the most 

relevant global challenges emerging in the international system. Its structure and functioning was 

designed to curtail the negative effects of globalization, such as the spread of transnational threats, 

and to grant peace and security. Although for many time the UN system had proved to be successful 

in addressing a number of global issues, during the last years, it has revealed some important 

deficiencies and weaknesses. This has made the Member States call for a reform of the UN in terms 

of structure and powers. 

The maintenance of peace and security has always been a priority to the UN Member States. To 

achieve this objective, the organization was provided with an executive organism, which would have 

held the exclusive power to deal with those issues: the Security Council. Its action to promote peace 

and security helped the international community to solve the worst crisis of the past century and to 

avert the horrors of another World War. This was the case during the ‘60s and ‘70s when the 

political commitment of the Security Council helped to prevent the escalation of the US-USSR 

conflict. 

Those were also the years which saw a relevant enlargement of the membership in the UN, as the 

new born states, resulting from the decolonization process, submitted their admission request to 

join the international security system created in 1945. This showed that, although their interests and 

objectives might have been different in terms of economic goals or social policies, they shared with 

the UN’s founders a primary concern: the maintenance of peace and security. Indeed, this was an 

essential condition for the new born states, as international stability would have allowed them to 

concentrate on internal processes of state-building and nation-building. 

Not only did the UN develop as a successful universal International Organization but it also became a 

forum to discuss and address other important issues such as equitable and sustainable development, 

economic and monetary stability, etc. The General Assembly was conceived to meet this goal and, 

during its activity, it has proved to be essential to elaborate a joint action to face global issues. 

Despite the fact that the UN’s commitment to deal with international questions has been 

outstanding, nowadays its system reveals some important weaknesses. 

Firstly, the new contemporary global challenges are jeopardizing its solidity and effectiveness. An 

example comes from the spread of security threats, such as transnational terrorism and illicit arms 

trade. These phenomena have highlighted the limits of the Security Council’s action, and, in general, 

of the UN’s security system to assure peace and international stability. 

When threats come from non-state actors (which are not linked to any specific territory and do not 

represent any political entity), it is tough for the UN to elaborate an effective plan to hinder them. 

To many observers, the main deficiency of the UN’s security system consists in the lack of an 

international army. 

Initially, the founders planned to build a military structure under the direct control of the Security 

Council in order to successfully implement the common military actions to restore peace (art. 43 and 

45 UN Chart). 

However, the project failed due to the reluctance of its Member States to create a common army. 

Not only the UN military structure would have had an outstanding destructive capacity compared to 
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the national armies but it would have also required a relevant financial commitment of its Member 

States. 

A second weakness concerning the UN’s functioning is related to the lack of democratic mechanisms 

and accountability, which affects its structure. The composition of the Security Council still reflects 

the power distribution of 1945 as the five permanent members (United States, France, United 

Kingdom, China and Russia) hold more powers and prerogatives (e.g. the veto power) than the non-

permanent ones. Since the power distribution has strongly changed during the last decades and 

values of equality between sovereign states have spread in the international community, the 

composition of the Security Council appears to be anachronistic. 

The third main deficiency of the UN system consists in the absence of a mechanism to empower the 

judgements of the International Court of Justice. When the ICJ was created, it was agreed that states 

would have had to accept the Court’s jurisdiction in order to allow it to judge their controversies. 

This was the consequence of two circumstances. Firstly, there was no world government that could 

force states to respect and enforce the judgements of the ICJ. Secondly, being states jealous of their 

independence and powers, they prevented any attempt to limit their sovereignty. In this way, no 

mechanism to assure the respect of the Court’s decisions was provided and, nowadays, the 

implementation of its judgements still rests on the will of the Member States. 

Highlighting these deficiencies has brought the international community to urge a structural and 

substantial reform of the UN system. It is undeniable that, since its foundation, UNO has undergone 

a number of considerable transformations. However, some important progress still has to be 

attained in order to improve its efficiency and to grant the effectiveness of its action up against the 

new global challenges, contemporary security issues and international threats. 

 

12) What do you understand by “Panchsheel”? Critically analyse its relevance in present day 

geopolitics. 

Answer Script:-  

The Panchsheel or “Five Principles of Peaceful Existence” was a joint statement issued during 

Chinese premier Zhou Enlai’s visits to India in 1954. It was the period marking end of colonialism and 

emergence of new nations in Asia and Africa. These five principles were as follows: 

 

1. Mutual respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

2. Mutual non-aggression. 

3. Mutual non-interference in internal matters. 

4. Equality and mutual benefit Peaceful co-existence. 

5. Peaceful co-existence 
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Panchsheel principles resonated with India’s aspiration as India wanted to preserve her 

independence, sovereignty, territorial integrity. India focussed on establishing relations with other 

countries as equal footing and get protection from external invasions. In China, India saw an equal 

partner and reliable neighbour. India was one of the first countries to recognize China’s 

government.India not only supported the UNSC permanent seat for China but also invited China to 

take part in Bandung Conference. 

Panchsheel is a framework of basic tenets of engagement between the two sovereign countries and 

withstands the test of the time. It is equally relevant for all times. So it is no surprise that first Asia-

Africa conference at Bandung, Indonesia in 1955 adopted these principles. 

The above principles reflected the common desires of the overall human society to seek 

independent survival and development since the ancient times, and were in line with the global 

trend of peaceful coexistence between or among nations which might have different ideological and 

social systems, and echoed the aspirations of the peoples across the world vis-á-vis development in 

a peaceful international environment while realizing prosperity via cooperation, and conformed to 

the common aspirations of the relevant countries to resolve the historical issues in a peaceful 

manner. 

Meanwhile, the Five Principles were also widely acclaimed by the international community for their 

inclusiveness and openness, and were adopted through a series of bilateral and multilateral 

agreements, thus becoming the legal norms for the international community to address disputes or 

historical issues in a peaceful manner, and creating a legal platform for the relevant nations to 

develop friendly and cooperative relations. 

The Five Principles were, essentially, in accordance with the spirit of the UN Charter, and stood for 

the interests and will of the developing countries. They were, therefore, recognised by the United 

Nations General Assembly (UNGA) soon after the three nations put forward the principles. They 

were further quoted and recognised by the Declaration on Principles of International Law 

Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation in Accordance with the Charter of the United 

Nations, which was passed by the 25th UNGA in 1970, and by the Declaration on Establishing a New 

International Economic Order, passed by the 6th special UNGA in 1974. Meanwhile, the Five 

Principles were also widely accepted by the international community for their inclusiveness and 

openness, and were adopted by a series of bilateral and multilateral agreements. 

The Five Principles have withstood the test of the changing international situation over the past 60 

years, and demonstrated their vitality. During and after the Cold War, China and India, the two 

ancient civilisations, were both faced with some mind-boggling realities. Both had a huge 

population. Both needed to feed these hungry millions. Both were economically devastated through 

colonisation. Both had a glorious past, but a dismal present. And both wanted to revive the glorious 

years of the past. 

The ever-changing international situation warranted the two countries to review and address our 

bilateral problems or disputes from the strategic perspective, and prevent them from becoming 

obstacles in terms of steady development of the bilateral relations. Despite the sad fact of the 

border conflicts in 1962, China and India reached out to each other, and addressed the disputes and 
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differences via the diplomatic channel, and facilitated conditions for a chapter of a new kind of 

nation-to-nation relations. 

It is based on the above strategic thinking that the two nations established the Strategic Cooperative 

and Partnership Relations in 2005, which were aimed at promoting the common interests and 

realizing the common prosperity, and opened a new chapter of our bilateral relations, with the 

characteristics of harmonious coexistence and common development. At the same time, China and 

India set up a series of bilateral dialogue mechanisms, including strategic dialogue, strategic 

economic dialogue, famous-person forum, and special representative dialogue for addressing the 

border issues, etc. All the said mechanisms were complementary to one another, and played key 

roles in reducing tension, addressing disputes and building mutual trust. 

During the post financial crisis era, China and India are both destined to form the fate community. 

On the home front, China and India are both faced with the impacts resultant from the ever-

changing international situation, are both faced with challenges from the on-going industrialisation 

and globalisation, both are under increasing pressure to maintain the momentum of economic 

growth, and are thus charged with the historical task of national rejuvenation. 

Therefore, the above scenarios have warranted the two countries to address the historical and 

economic issues effectively, take stock of each other's potential, push for closer political and 

economic cooperation based on the comparative advantages of each side, and realise a peaceful and 

cooperative development on the basis of the Panchsheel Treaty. 

In the international arena, China and India, as emerging economies with ever-increasing global 

influence, are both destined to further join hands in terms of global governance. 

Therefore, they are to jointly influence the orientation of globalization, and facilitate conditions for it 

to be more balanced, universally beneficial, lobby for all the countries to participate in the global 

governance on equal footing, call on all the counties to resolve their issues and disputes through 

consultations and negotiations, give full attention to the interests and aspirations of all the countries 

around the world, especially those of the developing counties, push forward further reforms of the 

current international governance institutions, expand the representation of the developing countries 

at the existing governance institutions accordingly. 

India is engaged in nation building process, for which peaceful environment is need of the hour and 

Panchseel can be the instrument for that. 

 

 

13) Manual scavenging is the most inhumane treatment meted out to any human being. What are 

the steps taken by the government to eliminate manual scavenging? What further steps needs to 

be taken in this regard. 

Answer Script:- 

Scavenging has been an occupation imposed upon certain citizens of the country by the society, 

which later on continued as a traditional occupation where a section of people among Scheduled 
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Castes was ordained to clean the  night soil and carry it  manually on their heads. This class of 

citizens of India is known as Manual Scavengers. Manual scavenging exists primarily because of 

absence of water borne latrines. Using a broom, a tin plate and a drum, they clear and carry human 

excreta from toilets, more often on their heads, to dumping grounds and disposal sites. They are 

exposed to the most virulent forms of viral and bacterial infections that affect their skin, eyes, limbs, 

respiratory and gastrointestinal systems. 

Their children are also caught up in this quagmire. Under these circumstances, it is almost impossible 

for their children to become educated. Mostly, the women of the families of the scavengers are 

engaged in scavenging. Even though, in modern times these people desire to leave the profession, 

their social, economic, educational and cultural aspects have made it difficult for them to find an 

alternate profession. The social stigma of untouchability continues to stick, in one form or the other 

largely because of the unclean nature of their occupation. 

Government Initiatives 

In the past(before 1980), the main efforts of the Government were concentrated on improving the 

working and living conditions of scavengers and not the core problem of converting dry latrines to 

pour flush latrines in any systemic manner.  

 In 1908-81, the Ministry of Home Affairs took up the Centrally Sponsored Scheme for Liberation of 

Scavengers by way of conversion of existing dry latrines into low cost pour flush latrines and 

providing alternative employment to the unemployed scavengers as one of the measures for 

removal of Untouchability and providing financial assistance in selected  towns.       

A Task Force constituted by the Planning Commission in July 1989 on the subject suggested for 

separate scheme for liberation and rehabilitation.  It also explored the bases for the enactment of 

certain legislation to ban construction and continuation of dry latrines and prohibit the practice of 

manual scavenging.  In 1992, the scheme of ‘Liberation of Scavengers’ was bifurcated.  For 

conversion of dry latrines into water borne flush latrines, an ‘Integrated Low Cost Sanitation (ILCS) 

Scheme, was started.  The National Scheme for Liberation and Rehabilitation of Scavengers and 

their Dependents (NSLRS) was started for providing alternative employment to the liberated 

scavengers and their dependents.   

Taking into consideration the seriousness of the problem and the requests of the State 

Governments, Parliament enacted the “Employment of Manual Scavengers and Construction of Dry 

Latrines(Prohibition) Act, 1993”. The Act, inter alia, provides that no person shall:- 

(i)            engage in or employ for or permit to be engaged in or employed for   any other person for 

manually carry human excreta; or 

(ii)          Construct or maintain a dry latrine. 

Self Employment Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers (SRMS), a successor scheme to 

NSLRS, was introduced in January, 2007,  as a scheme of national priority, with the objective to 

rehabilitate remaining manual scavengers and their dependents in alternative occupations, in a time 

bound manner   
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Nevertheless, there were reports of existence of manual scavenging. The Houselisting and Housing 

Census, 2011 reported that there are about 26 lakh insanitary latrines in the country. Accordingly, 

the Parliament passed the ‘Prohibition of Employment as Manual Scavengers and their 

Rehabilitation Act, 2013’ (MS Act, 2013) which came into effect from 6th December, 2013.    This Act 

intends to, inter alia, achieve its objectives to:- 

            i)          Eliminate the insanitary latrines. 

            ii)         Prohibit:- 

                        a)         Employment as Manual Scavengers  

                        b)         Hazardous manual cleaning of sewer and septic tanks. 

            iii)        Survey of Manual Scavengers and their rehabilitation, within a time bound manner. 

Main features of the Act are:-  

(i)     Definitions of manual scavengers and insanitary latrines widened to cover not only dry latrines 

but other insanitary latrines as well. 

(ii)   Offences under the Act are cognizable and non-bailable and attract stringent penalties. 

(iii) Vigilance/Monitoring Committee at sub-Division, District, State and Central Govt. levels.  

(iv) National Commission for Safai Karamcharis (NCSK) would, inter alia, monitor implementation of 

the Act  and enquire into complaints regarding contravention of the provisions of the Act. 

(v)   Provision of construction of adequate number of sanitary community latrines in urban areas, 

within three years from the date of commencement of this Act to eliminate the practice of open 

defecation. 

Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment is  responsible for rehabilitation of manual scavengers 

and it implements the ‘Self Employment Scheme for Rehabilitation of Manual Scavengers’(SRMS). 

Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment has associated reputed NGOs like Safai Karamchari 

Andolan, Rashtriya Garima Abhiyan, Sulabh International etc. for identification of manual scavengers 

and their rehabilitation.  

Ministry of Drinking Water & Sanitation under its Swachh Bharat Mission(Gramin) {SBM(G}provides 

financial assistance .Although SBM(G) also targets identification of insanitary latrines and their 

conversion, the pace of implementation of the Scheme does not match with the targets of 

eradication of manual scavenging. Under SBM(G), so far 1.89 lakh insanitary latrines have been 

identified, of which 1.56 lakh are dry toilets and 1.13 lakh have been converted into sanitary latrines. 

About 0.55 lakh dry toilets are yet to be converted into sanitary toilets.   

 Ministry of Urban Development, under the Swachh Bharat Mission(Urban) provides a grant of Rs. 

4000/-  for conversion of insanitary latrine. The provision of  the remaining fund for conversion will 

be made by the States/UTs.   
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Under the Scheme of “Pre Matric Scholarship to the Children of those engaged in Occupations 

involving cleaning and prone to health hazards”, being implemented by the Ministry of Social Justice 

and Empowerment, the children of manual scavengers are also provided scholarship . 

The Problems being faced in Elimination of Manual Scavenging 

            The States/UT’s are slow in identification of insanitary latrines and manual scavengers as 

there is no time-bound plan for identification of insanitary latrines and manual scavengers. Further, 

in a case filed in the Supreme Court of India, many States/UTs gave affidavit that there are no 

insanitary latrines in their jurisdiction.  Due to fear of contempt of the Court, they hesitate in 

reporting existence of insanitary latrines in their States/UTs.   

At present the work of conversion of insanitary latrines into sanitary latrines is being attended to as 

a part of broad programme of construction of toilets.  There is a need to have a time-bound 

approach as per the mandate of the MS Act, 2013, for conversion of insanitary latrines.   

                        Rehabilitation of manual scavengers is also slow and in many cases not adequate due 

to various problems being faced, which include:- 

(i)         Manual scavengers are mostly illiterate and have no exposure to any work, other than 

sanitation related work.  Many of them are old. They lack confidence for running self employment 

projects. Many of them are not willing even to avail any skill development training.  

(ii)        Banks are hesitant about providing loan to manual scavengers. Even many State Channelising 

Agencies, due to low rate of recovery of loan from safai karamcharis, are not willing to extend loan 

to manual scavengers. 

Due to low confidence levels the identified manual scavengers demand that they may be provided 

jobs of safai karamchari in local authorities.  

Roadmap 

National Safai Karamcharis Finance and Development Corporation, an apex Corporation for the 

socio-economic development of safai karamcharis and manual scavengers and their dependents is 

the nodal agency of Government of India for rehabilitation of the identified manual scavengers and 

their dependents.  The Corporation has adopted camp approach for mobilization of the target group 

and readying them to avail the benefits of government Schemes for their rehabilitation in alternate 

dignified occupations.   

 

14) Caste system is deeply engraved in Indian society. To unlearn the learnt is a difficult social 

challenge. Do you think Indian society can be made casteless? 

Answer Approach:- 

1. The answer should briefly discuss – caste system in India and the discrimination meted out 

on the basis of caste. Also discuss Untouchability  and “Dalit” issues 

2. Then bring in the famous Gandhi vs Amdebkar debate . 
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a. As Ambedkar himself was the sufferer of social evil of "untouchability" was radical in 

his approach, he wanted to eradicate the caste hierarchy, he claimed even the well 

intended Brahaman could not help Dalits, as they can’t go against vedas which 

prescribed caste based hierarchies, so suggested end of caste system. ("annihiliation 

of caste" as he wrote).Further he wanted to make it a politico-legal agenda and use 

the legal instrument for it. Like reservations. Abolishing untouchability via legal 

means etc.  

b. Gandhiji on the other hand, was a realist. He understood that it is one thing to 

remove caste based discrimination and another thing to remove the caste system 

altogether (which may result in social unrest). He did not support the vertical system 

of hierarchy of castes rather as horizontal system of equality of castes (Thus treating 

every occupation equal). He believed that the caste system is Varna system, where 

every caste has its own capability and utility, and it is best for the society if everyone 

does what he is good at, although he said that these occupations should not be 

decided by the incidence of birth but by natural qualities (meaning you could move 

from one Varna to another based on your natural quality) 

3. Given the social realities, it is prudent to find a balanced approach and the balanced 

approach is to end the caste based discrimination through economic and social justice. 

Social mobility can go a long way in this regard. 

4. Caste systems are losing relevance in urban cultures. As India progress and modernises itself, 

even though people may hold on to their caste, the system will lose relevance. 

 

15) In light of the recent bouts of forest fire in India, discuss the reasons behind it and suggest 

policy measures to tackle it. 

Answer Script:- 

Wildfires are an annual occurrence in Uttarakhand, though they have been bigger and more 

widespread this year. The fire season usually begins from mid-February and lasts until mid-June, 

when the rains arrive. This year, the fires started early — the first incident was reported on February 

2. In Himachal, the first fire was reported on April 7. Their frequency and intensity increased after 

April 25, the day the state saw 80 incidents of fire. 

A report titled Forest Fire Disaster Management, prepared by the National Institute of Disaster 

Management, a body under the Ministry of Home Affairs, in 2012, said about half of India’s forests 

were prone to fires. 43% were prone to occasional fires and 5% to frequent fires, and 1% were at 

high or very high risk, the report said, quoting data from Forest Survey of India’s State Forest Report, 

1995, a compilation of 25 years of observations and analyses. 

More than 95% of wildfires in India were man-made, the FSI report said.  Villagers reportedly burn 

leaves and grass in order to get better growth of grass the following year. They also burn the needles 

of the chir pine, which form a slippery carpet on the ground. “In the Terai region, honey collectors 

often start fires to drive away bees,” . 
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The 2012 report quoted the FSI’s 1995 analysis as saying 1.45 million hectares of forest were 

affected annually by fire; it also quoted an assessment by the Environment Ministry’s Forest 

Protection Division, which put the figure at 3.73 million hectares. During the period 1990-2011, the 

worst incidents of wildfires occurred in Uttarakhand in 1995, in which 3,75,000 ha was affected, 

followed by the Ganga-Yamuna watershed area (1999, 80,000 ha), Himachal Pradesh (2010, 19,109 

ha), and two fires in Maharashtra in 2008 and 2010, in each of which some 10,000 ha was affected, 

the 2012 report said. March-May is the peak fire season for most states. 

How have the authorities been tackling the fires? How effective has the intervention been so far? 

The Uttarakhand Forest Department has employed 9,000 men — 3,500 regular staff, the rest daily 

wagers, to work with three teams of the NDRF and one of the SDRF, with 45 people in each team. 

Forest officials say the traditional method of “beating the fire down” with green branches work best. 

Two IAF Mi-17s have been flying sorties to dump water picked from the Bhimtal lake and the 

Srinagar, Garhwal, reservoir over the affected areas of Kumaon and Garhwal. The government has 

banned people from carrying matchboxes to forests, and is running awareness campaigns. However, 

critics say the measures are too late and too little. Many have argued for more modern systems of 

fire monitoring alongside traditional methods like maintaining fire lines, so there is a clearing 

between two forests to prevent the fire from spreading from one to the other. Environmentalists 

like Nainital-based Shekhar Pathak have underlined the need for greater interaction between 

villagers and the Forest Department. In Himachal too, “fire beating” and clearing of “fire lines” is 

under way. The third method of “counter fire” too is being adopted — with forest officials starting 

fires from the opposite end of a forest to check the flames at a defined boundary. 

What is the extent of the damage? Have any farmlands, human habitation or wildlife been 

affected? 

The preliminary losses in Himachal have been estimated at Rs 57 lakh. This damage is assessed in 

terms of loss to new plantations. No loss of human life or heads of cattle, or destruction of human 

habitation has been reported so far. The 2012 report estimated the annual replacement cost of 

seedlings at Rs 4,400 million. The real losses however, are ecological and social — those of 

biodiversity, timber, soil moisture and nutrients, etc., besides the environmental impact of heavy 

smoke rising from the fires. 

Is there any benefit to be had from periodic forest fires? 

Wildfires are sometimes a natural process, and help forests by promoting flowering, branching and 

seedling establishment. Himachal Principal Chief Conservator of Forests S P Vasudeva says fires that 

are limited to the surface may help in the natural regeneration of forests. The heating of the soil may 

result in helpful microbial activity, and hasten decaying processes that are useful for the vegetation. 

Impacts of Forest Fires on Ecology and Biology  

Forest fires cause serious health hazards by producing smoke and noxious gases such as Carbon 

Dioxide, Carbon monoxide, methane, hydrocarbons, nitric oxide and nitrous oxide that lead to 

serious consequences for local climate.  
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Further impacts: Loss of timber, bio-diversity, loss of wildlife habitat, global warming, soil erosion, 

loss of fuel wood and fodder, damage to water and other natural resources, loss of natural 

regeneration  

Other losses due to these fires included loss of soil fertility, soil erosion, loss of employment, drying 

up of water resources, and loss of bio-diversity.  

Changes in microclimate of the region in the form of soil moisture balance and increased vaporation. 

The dense smoke from the fires affected visibility. 

   

Policy Framework around Forest Fire Management  

Forestry issues are in the concurrent list {transferred from the State List to the Concurrent List in 

1976} of the constitution so both centre and state governments are enabled to legislate on these 

matters.  

While central government can make laws, implementation of these laws is with states. Due to this, 

prevention and mitigation of wildfires is primarily duty of the state governments while policy, 

planning and financing comes under Central Government.  

In states, there are no separate departments for wildfires and the regular forest department staff 

carries out the activities of forest fire management. However, during the forest fire seasons, the 

state government recruit the fire watchers.  

At central level, the Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Climate Change (MOEFCC) is 

responsible for forest conservation and protection. This ministry has a “Forest Protection Division” 

headed by Deputy Inspector General of Forests.  

The ministry had come up with a Modern Forest Fire Control Methods scheme in which the states 

are provided financial assistance for fire prevention and control.  

Forest Fires and Community Involvement 

The Joint Forest Management (JFM) Committees established at the village level are expected to 

involve people in forest protection and conservation.  

These committees have also been given responsibilities to protect the forests from fires. A revision 

of Modern Forest Fire Control is being envisaged in which the JFM would be made an integral part of 

the forest fire prevention strategy.  

Research Issues  

There is an urgent need to initiate the research in fire detection, suppression and fire ecology for 

better management of wildfires. One reason for need of original research is that such research 

conducted in western countries is not always suitable for Indian environment.  

Further, there is a need to establish a National Institute of Forest Fire Management with satellite 

centres in different parts of the country to bring the latest forest fire fighting technologies through 
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proper research, training of personnel, and technology transfer on a long term basis. 

 

 

 

16) What do you understand by Seismicity? How seismic wave helps us in understanding earth's 

interior? 

Answer Script:- 

Seismicity, the worldwide or local distribution of earthquakes in space, time, and magnitude 

Earthquake Waves 

All natural earthquakes take place in the lithosphere. You will learn about different layers of the 

earth later in this chapter. It is sufficient to note here that the lithosphere refers to the portion of 

depth up to 200 km from the surface of the earth. An instrument called ‘seismograph’ records the 

waves reaching the surface. A curve of earthquake waves recorded on the seismograph is given in 

Figure 3.1. Note that the curve shows three distinct sections each representing different types of 

wave patterns. Earthquake waves are basically of two types — body waves and surface waves. Body 

waves are generated due to the release of energy at the focus and move in all directions travelling 

through the body of the earth. Hence, the name   body waves. The body waves interact with the 

surface rocks and generate new set of waves called surface waves. These waves move along the 

surface. The velocity of waves changes as they travel through materials with different densities. The 

denser the material, the higher is the velocity. Their direction also changes as they reflect or refract 

when coming across materials with different densities.   

There are two types of body waves. They are called P and S-waves. P-waves move faster and are the 

first to arrive at the surface. These are also called ‘primary waves’. The P-waves are similar to sound 

waves. They travel through gaseous, liquid and solid materials. S-waves arrive at the surface with 

some time lag. These are called secondary waves. An important fact about S-waves is that they can 

travel only through solid materials. This characteristic of the S-waves is quite important. It has 

helped scientists to understand the structure of the interior of the earth. Reflection causes waves to 

rebound whereas refraction makes waves move in different directions. The variations in the 

direction of waves are inferred with the help of their record on seismograph. The surface waves are 

the last to report on seismograph. These waves are more destructive. They cause displacement of 

rocks, and hence, the collapse of structures occurs.  

 

Propagation of Earthquake Waves  

 

Different types of earthquake waves travel in different manners. As they move or propagate, they 

cause vibration in the body of the rocks through which they pass. P-waves vibrate parallel to the 

direction of the wave. This exerts pressure on the material in the direction of the             propagation. 
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As a result, it creates density differences in the material leading to stretching and squeezing of the 

material. Other three waves vibrate perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The direction of 

vibrations of S-waves is perpendicular to the wave direction in the vertical plane. Hence, they create 

troughs and crests in the material through which they pass. Surface waves are considered to be the 

most damaging waves.        

Emergence of Shadow Zone 

Earthquake waves get recorded in seismographs located at far off locations. However, there exist 

some specific areas where the waves are not reported. Such a zone is called the ‘shadow zone’. The 

study of different events reveals that for each earthquake, there exists an altogether different 

shadow zone. Figure 3.2 (a) and (b) show the shadow zones of P and S-waves. It was observed that 

seismographs located at any distance within 105° from the epicentre, recorded the arrival of both P 

and S-waves. However, the seismographs located beyond 145° from epicentre, record the arrival of 

P-waves, but not that of S-waves. Thus, a zone between 105° and 145° from epicentre was identified 

as the shadow zone for both the types of waves. The entire zone beyond 105° does not receive S-

waves. The shadow zone of S-wave is much larger than that of the P-waves. The shadow zone of P-

waves appears as a band around the earth between 105° and 145° away from the epicentre. The 

shadow zone of S-waves is not only larger in extent but it is also a little over 40 per cent of the earth 

surface. You can draw the shadow zone for any earthquake provided you know the location of the 

epicentre.    
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17) What are the major fishing grounds of the world? Discuss the factors that determine their 

location.  
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Answer Script:-  

The major commercial fishing grounds are located in the cool waters of the northern hemisphere in 

comparatively high latitudes. Commercial fishing is little developed in the tropics or in the southern 

hemisphere. The best fishing grounds are found above continental shelves which are not more than 

200 metres below the water surface, where plankton of all kinds are most abundant. The world's 

most extensive continental shelves are located in high or multitudes in the northern hemisphere, 

e.g., the 'banks' off Newfoundland, the North Sea and the continental shelf off north-western 

Europe, and the Sea of Japan.  

 

Plankton are in plentiful supply in polar waters, at the meeting of cold and warm ocean currents as 

on the Newfoundland 'banks' and the Sea of Japan, or where cold water from the ocean floor wells 

up to the surface as it does off the west coast of South America. The continental shelves of the 

tropics are relatively less rich in plankton because the water is warm. 

 

Marine life is found to be best developed in oceans with a temperature lower than 20°C. Both the 

Atlantic and Pacific coastlines of the middle and high latitudes in" the northern hemisphere are very 

much indented and are backed by strong relief. There are sheltered inlets and estuarine coasts that 

make ideal sites for fishing ports and villages. 

More than half of the annual fish catch comes from the cold and temperate waters of the northern 

hemisphere. The Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans each account for about 40 per cent of the total, the 

Indian Ocean 4 per cent, while freshwater fishing amounts to about 15 per cent of the total. 

Amongst the fishing nations, Japan leads: Russia, China, Norway and the USA are also important. 

 

The North-East Atlantic Region extends from Iceland to the Mediterranean shores. Here, pelagic, 

demersal and inshore fishing are all done on a highly organised basis by the European countries, 

such as Norway, Denmark, Spain, Iceland and the UK. Fishing goes on all round the year in the 

shallow waters of the North Sea, the most vigorously exploited area being the Dogger Bank. The 

busiest fishing season is spring, and the principal fish caught are herring, cod a/1d mackerel. The 

region is the greatest fish-exporting region of the world. In terms of tonnage of fish landed by 

European countries, Norway leads and Denmark takes second place, followed by Spain, Iceland and 

Britain. 

 

The North-West Atlantic Region extends from Newfoundland to the New England states of the USA. 

Traditionally the world's richest cod-fishing region (though catches have declined as a result of 

overfishing), this region borders Canada and the United States. Fishing and marine industries are an 

important sector of the economy of seashore provin<:es of Canada, such as Nova Scotia, New 

Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island. Fishing provides employment for the vast majority of the 

population in Newfoundland. 

 

The north-west Atlantic has a large continental shelf which provides a good breeding ground for 

fish. Off Newfoundland, at about-latitude 45 oN to 55 oN, the cold Labrador Current and the warm 

Gulf Stream converge. The icebergs that come south on the Labrador Current bring minerals from 

the land on which plankton thrive. The cool temperate climate not only favours large-scale 
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commercial fishing, but also the preservation and storage of fish. 

Modern canning and refrigerating facilities have greatly helped the fish export trade to progress. 

 

The North-East Pacific Region adjoining the western shores of North America from Alaska to 

California, form another prosperous fishing region. Many fish inhabit the seas along its highly 

irregular and indented coastline. Salmon is the most valuable fish caught, and is mostly exported in 

canned form. In the warmer waters off the California coast, tuna and sardine are important. Large 

quantities of crabs, shrimps and oysters are also caught for the North American market. Catches in 

the north-east Pacific by the USA and Canada are smaller than those by Japan and Russia. 

 

The North-West Pacific Region extends from the Bering Sea to the East China Sea. It is the world's 

greatest fishing region. Japan leads in catch, followed by China, South and North Koreas, and eastern 

Russia. Within the enclosed seas, e.g., the Sea of Okhotsk, Sea of Japan, Yellow Sea and the East 

China Sea are found intensive forms of inshore as well as deep-sea fishing. There are probably more 

people engaged in fishing here than in any other part of the world. Commercial fishing is best 

developed in Japan where the industry is very highly organised and modern fishing methods are in 

use. 

 

Other regions of fishing are not so important. But off Peru and Chile the upwelling cold waters of the 

Humboldt Current create good conditions of plankton development, even though the continental 

shelf is narrow. Peru was once the world's leading fishing nation but catches have declined The bulk 

of the fish caught is not eaten but is used in- the  manufacture of fertilisers. Another of Peru's 

traditional industries is the collection of guano from off-shore islands which is based on the same 

factors. The abundant fish form the food supply for the sea-birds whose guano is collected. The 

peninsulas and islands of South-East Asia surround a broad continental shelf, the Sunda Shelf. Here 

fishing is still on a small scale but considerable potential for expansion exists. 

 

 

18) Describe the mechanism of El-Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO)? How does it affect Indian 

monsoon? 

 

 Answer Script:-  

 

El Niño was originally recognized by fisherman off the coast of Peru in South America. The ocean off 

the coast of Peru is one of the world’s richest fisheries regions. In most years trade winds flow from 

the southeast push warm surface water away from the coast. In its place, the cold water comes up 

on the surface due to upwelling. This cold water is full of nutrients and provides nourishments to 

planktons. These planktons serve as food for fishes. Fishes in turn provide food to the sea birds. Due 

to all this, not only there is a good catch of fishes but also good collection of the Guano, the bird 

excreta, used as a valuable fertilizer. This is what that made Peru number one fishing nation in the 
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world by the early 1970s. 

 

 

 

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is an irregularly periodical variation in winds and sea surface 

temperatures over the tropical eastern Pacific Ocean, affecting much of the tropics and subtropics. 

The warming phase is known as El Niño and the cooling phase as La Niña. Southern Oscillation is the 

accompanying atmospheric component, coupled with the sea temperature change: El Niño is 

accompanied with high, and La Niña with low air surface pressure in the tropical western Pacific.The 

two periods last several months each (typically occur every few years) and their effects vary in 

intensity. 
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The two phases relate to the Walker circulation, discovered by Gilbert Walker during the early 

twentieth century. The Walker circulation is caused by the pressure gradient force that results from 

a high pressure system over the eastern Pacific ocean, and a low pressure system over Indonesia. 

When the Walker circulation weakens or reverses, an El Niño results, causing the ocean surface to be 

warmer than average, as upwelling of cold water occurs less or not at all. An especially strong 

Walker circulation causes a La Niña, resulting in cooler ocean temperatures due to increased 

upwelling. 

Now, here is how it affects the entire tropical region:- 

1. Off the coast of Peru (read in Eastern Pacific and Central Pacific), there is normally cool 

surface water. But El Niño makes it go warm. When the water becomes warm, the tread 

winds, which otherwise flow from East to west, either reverse their direction or get lost. The 

warm water causes lots of clouds getting formed in that area, causing heavy rains in 

Peruvian desert during El Niño years. 

2. Due to this warm water, the air gets up and surface air pressure above Eastern Pacific gets 

down. On the other hand, the waters cool off in western pacific and off Asia. This leads to 

rise in surface pressure over the Indian Ocean, Indonesia, and Australia 

3. So, while there is raining (read flooding) in Eastern Pacific; the drought sets in over Asia as 

high pressure builds over the cooler ocean waters. 

4. The net result is :- 

a. Normal or high rainfall in eastern / central pacific. 

b. Drought or scant rainfall in western pacific / Asia 

5. ENSO :-Both El Nino and La Nina are part of a larger cycle called ENSO, or El Niño–Southern 

Oscillation. The El Niño (warm event) and La Nina (Cold event) both have now established 

themselves as the integral part of the global climate system. It is a recurrent phenomenon 

with an average return period of 41/2 years, but can recur as little as 2 or as much as 10 

years apart. Such events have occurred for millennia, and can be expected to continue to 

occur in the future. 

Impact of El Niño and La Nina on Indian Weather:- 

1. El Nino and La Nina are among the most powerful phenomenon on the Earth. These are 

known to alter climate across more than half the planet and dramatically impact weather 

patterns. 

2. Over Indian subcontinent, El Nino during winter results in development of warm conditions. 

During summer, it leads to dry conditions and deficient monsoon. It also leads to drought in 

Australia. On the other hand, La Nina results in better than normal monsoon in India. At the 

same time, in Australia it has caused floods. 

3. In the recent past, India experienced deficient rainfall during El Nino years 2002 and 2009 

whereas monsoon was normal during El Nino years 1994 and 1997. This so far implies that in 
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about 50 per cent of the years with El Nino during summer, India experienced droughts 

during monsoon. 

4. This implies that El Nino is not the only factor that affects monsoon in India. There are other 

factors that affect India’s rainfall pattern. These include North Atlantic SST, Equatorial SE 

Indian Ocean SST, East Asia Mean Sea Level Pressure, North Atlantic Mean Sea Level 

Pressure and North Central Pacific wind at 1.5 km above sea level. 
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  19) Discuss the reasons behind coral bleaching? What is the importance of coral reef 

conservation? 

Answer Script:-  

When corals are stressed by changes in conditions such as temperature, light, or nutrients, they 

expel the symbiotic algae living in their tissues, causing them to turn completely white. 

 

Warmer water temperatures can result in coral bleaching. When water is too warm, corals will expel 

the algae (zooxanthellae) living in their tissues causing the coral to turn completely white. This is 

called coral bleaching. When a coral bleaches, it is not dead. Corals can survive a bleaching event, 

but they are under more stress and are subject to mortality.  

In 2005, the U.S. lost half of its coral reefs in the Caribbean in one year due to a massive bleaching 

event. The warm waters centred around the northern Antilles near the Virgin Islands and Puerto 

Rico expanded southward. Comparison of satellite data from the previous 20 years confirmed that 

thermal stress from the 2005 event was greater than the previous 20 years combined.  

Not all bleaching events are due to warm water.  

In January 2010, cold water temperatures in the Florida Keys caused a coral bleaching event that 

resulted in some coral death. Water temperatures dropped 12.06 degrees Fahrenheit lower than the 
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typical temperatures observed at this time of year. Researchers will evaluate if this cold-stress event 

will make corals more susceptible to disease in the same way that warmer waters impact corals.  

Importance of Coral :- 

Functions of Coral Reefs: Coral reefs are important for many different reasons aside from 

supposedly containing the most diverse ecosystems on the planet. They: 

 protect coastlines from the damaging effects of wave action and tropical storms 

 provide habitats and shelter for many marine organisms 

 are the source of nitrogen and other essential nutrients for marine food chains 

 assist in carbon and nitrogen fixing 

 Helps with nutrient recycling.  

This is why large numbers of marine species live in reefs. Other reasons why they are so important 

include: 

 The fishing industry depends on coral reefs because many fish spawn there and juvenile fish 

spend time there before making their way to the open sea 

 The Great Barrier Reef generates more than1.5 billion dollars every year for the Australian 

economy, from fishing and tourism 

 The study of coral reefs is important for providing a clear, scientifically-testable record of 

climatic events over the past million years or so. This includes records of recent major 

storms and human impacts that are recorded by the changes in coral growth patterns. 

Importance of healthy ecosystems: Reducing biodiversity through the extinction of species 

inevitably leads to the breakdown in ecosystem health and function. Healthy ecosystems are 

essential to provide us with: 

 natural resources, such as foods and drugs 

 services we depend upon, such as recycling and purification of water and air, the creation of 

soil, and the break-down of pollutants 

 social, cultural and recreational activities, such as those found in our many unique National 

Parks, World Heritage Areas and the other special places we like to visit 

 high species diversity. 

A diverse range of species provides a larger gene pool, giving natural communities survival options 

when environmental conditions and climates change. Species evolve over time as natural selection 

favours the ‘best’ of these survival options. Therefore, extinction poses a greater threat to species 

for which there is limited diversity.  

Existing species need to be conserved for scientists do not know everything there is to know about 

all species. A species may play a crucial role in an ecosystem and if it is removed, all organisms in 
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that community may feel the impact. The greater the number of species and hence genetic diversity 

in an ecosystem, the lesser will be the impact of removing individual species. 

   20) What are wetlands? Discuss their importance in general and their significance to coastal 

livelihood in particular from Indian perspective? 

A wetland is a land area that is saturated with water, either permanently or seasonally, such that it 

takes on the characteristics of a distinct ecosystem. The primary factor that distinguishes wetlands 

from other land forms or water bodies is the characteristic vegetation of aquatic plants,adapted to 

the unique hydric soil. Wetlands play a number of roles in the environment, principally water 

purification, flood control, carbon sink and shoreline stability. Wetlands are also considered the 

most biologically diverse of all ecosystems, serving as home to a wide range of plant and animal life. 

Wetlands occur naturally on every continent except Antarctica,the largest including the Amazon 

River basin, the West Siberian Plain, and the Pantanal in South America. The water found in wetlands 

can be freshwater, brackish, or saltwater.The main wetland types include swamps, marshes, bogs, 

and fens; and sub-types include mangrove, carr, pocosin, and varzea. 

The importance of wetlands 

Wetlands are vital for human survival. They are among the world’s most productive environments; 

cradles of biological diversity that provide the water and productivity upon which countless species 

of plants and animals depend for survival. 

Wetlands are indispensable for the countless benefits or “ecosystem services” that they provide 

humanity, ranging from freshwater supply, food and building materials, and biodiversity, to flood 

control, groundwater recharge, and climate change mitigation. 

Yet study after study demonstrates that wetland area and quality continue to decline in most 

regions of the world. As a result, the ecosystem services that wetlands provide to people are 

compromised. 

Managing wetlands is a global challenge and the Convention presently counts over 160 countries as 

Contracting Parties, which recognize the value of having one international treaty dedicated to a 

single ecosystem. 

The Convention uses a broad definition of wetlands. This includes all lakes and rivers, underground 

aquifers, swamps and marshes, wet grasslands, peatlands, oases, estuaries, deltas and tidal flats, 

mangroves and other coastal areas, coral reefs, and all human-made sites such as fish ponds, rice 

paddies, reservoirs and salt pans. 

Indian context:- 

Wetlands are considered to have unique ecological features which provide numerous products and 

services to humanity.  Ecosystem goods provided by the wetlands mainly include - water for 

irrigation, fisheries, non-timber forest products, water supply and recreation. 

The major services include carbon sequestration, flood control, groundwater recharge, nutrient 

removal, toxics retention and biodiversity maintenance. 
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• Agriculture and allied sectors: Wetlands such as tanks, ponds, lakes, and reservoirs have long been 

providing multiple-use water services which include water for irrigation, domestic needs, ground-

water recharge, etc. 

• In terms of growth in fish production in India, wetlands play a significant role. Around 61 percent 

of fish production in the country is from inland water bodies and it is also the second largest 

aquaculture farmed fish producer in the world. 

• Carbon sequestration: Swamps, mangroves, peat lands, mires and marshes play an important role 

in carbon cycle. Wetland soils may contain as much as 200 times more carbon than its vegetation. 

• In India, coastal wetlands are playing a major role in carbon sequestration. The total extent of 

coastal ecosystems (including mangroves) in India is around 43000 km. 

• Overall, mangroves are able to sequester about 1.5 metric tonne of carbon per hectare per year 

and the upper layers of mangrove sediments have high carbon content, with conservative estimates 

indicating the levels of 10 percent. 

• Pollution abatement: Wetlands act as a sink for contaminants in many agricultural and urban 

landscapes. In India too, wetlands are polluted through agricultural runoff and discharge of 

untreated sewage and other waste from urban areas. 

• Flood control: Wetlands play an important role in flood control. Wetlands help to lessen the 

impacts of flooding by absorbing water and reducing the speed at which flood water flows. Further, 

during periods of flooding, they trap suspended solids and nutrient load. 

• A large network of lakes and ponds in major cities like Srinagar, Bhopal, Bengaluru, Chennai and 

Hyderabad were constructed with the objective of flood control. 

• Besides, the mangroves along the sea shores, especially on the western coast in West Bengal and 

Odisha have been playing a major role in protecting the coastal environment from the destruction of 

cyclones that frequently emanate in the Bay of Bengal. 

• Biodiversity hotspots: Wetlands are important in supporting species diversity. Because wetlands 

provide an environment where photosynthesis can occur and where the recycling of nutrients can 

take place, they play a significant role in the support of food chains. 

• In India lakes, rivers and other freshwater bodies support a large diversity of biota representing 

almost all taxonomic groups. For example, freshwater ecosystems of Western Ghats alone have 290 

species of fish. Similarly, Loktak lake is famous for being the only refuge of the endangered Sangai 

(Manipur brow-antlered deer). 

• Wetlands are also important breeding areas for domestic and migrating bird species. In many such 

wetland areas of India, like Bharatpur wild life sanctuary in Rajasthan, and little Rann of Kutch and 

coastal areas of Saurashtra in Gujarat, many migratory species of birds, including siberian crane, 

from western and European countries come during winter. 

• Sarus cranes, black necked cranes, Gangetic river dolphins, the Indian mud turtle and numerous 

threatened species of birds and fauna, feed (off) and live in and around wetlands. 
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• As per an estimate, the approximate number of species of migratory birds recorded from India is 

between 1200 and 1300, which is about 24 percent of India’s total bird species. 

• Tourism: Wet-lands such as coral reefs, beaches, reservoirs, lakes and rivers are considered to be a 

significant part of the tourism experience in the country. 

• As per an estimate, every year, around 7 seven million tourist visit Kerala’s backwaters, beaches 

and wildlife sanctuaries, 3 million visit Uttarakhand’s lakes and other natural wetlands and one 

million visit Dal lake in Jammu and Kashmir. 

• Cultural significance: Wetlands especially lakes and ponds (e.g. Pushkar lake in Rajasthan and 

Ramappa lake in Telangana) are intrinsically linked to the local culture. They are revered by the 

masses in recognition of the fact that they are the means of sustenance of their livelihood. 

 

 


